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LIST OF SPECIES FOR WHICH THE RECORDS COMMITTEE SEEKS
DOCUMENTATION
The NOU Records Committee at its February 25, 1995 meeting
revised the list of specles for which the committee seeks
documentation. This list was last published in 1988 (NBR 56:86-96).
The committee seeks documentation on all species with less than
regular occurrence in Nebraska, as well as any species occurring
out-of-range or out-of-season. Changes in this list since 1988
include the addition of new species documented for the state, and
the deletion of species upgraded to regular status. Below are,
listed the species of less than regular occurrence based on the
official list of state birds (a revised list will be published in
a future issue of NBR).
The following kinds of documentation are accepted by the
Records Committee: photographs, slides, recordings, and written,
descriptions. The committee also considers specimens or photographsi
of specimens in the possession of organizations and/or individuals:
who have been authorized to have them. In order to legally handle
a specimen (roadkill, windowkill, etc.), you are required to obtain
both federal and state permits.
Photographs, slides, and recordings are preferred means of
documentation whenever possible. A written documentation is often
the only available means to document a species. A well-written
documentation is extremely valuable, and should include a detailed
description of all aspects of the observation, as follows:
descriptions of plumage, flesh parts, eye color, size (relative to
a species observed at the same time can be very useful), and any
noticeable field marks (i.e., wing bars, eye rings, crown stripes,
tail markings, etc.). Extraneous observations can often be useful.
For example, worn tail feathers or a leg band might indicate that
the bird is an escaped captive bird rather than a wild bird. A
written description can never have too much detail, but it can
easily leave out critical details, which may be important in
evaluating the documentation. A very useful part of a written
documentation is a discussion of field marks used to separate the
bird from similar species. Descriptions of the bird's behavior and
habitat are also very important parts of a well-written
docum€ntation. In addition to the above, a few details of the
observation are also important, including exact location of the
sighting, date and time of the sighting, duration of the sighting,
optics used, distance from the bird, field guides used to identify
the bird, and when the description was written (i.e., written 5
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hours later, written 2 days later from notes taken in the field at
the time of the observation, written from memory a week later,
etc.). For a detailed discussion on how to write a written
documentation see NBR 54 (4) :74-77 1986. Documentations may be sent
to Joseph GUbanyi, Concordia College, seward, NE 68434.



















































































































Editor's Note: The other members of the Records Committee at
the time that these guidelines were developed were Mark Brogie,
Creighton, NE· Alan Grenon, seattle, WAj Bill Huser, South Sioux
City, NEj Lor~n Padelford, Bellevue, NEj William Scharf, Lincoln,
NEj Ross Silcock, Tabor, IAj and Rick wright, Urbana, IL.
